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Lifetimes and transition dipole moment functions of NaK low lying singlet
states: Empirical and ab initio approach
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The paper presents experimentalD 1) state lifetimetv8J8 data and develops empirical andab initio
approaches concerningD 1) and B 1) lifetimes, as well asD 1) –X 1(1, B 1) –X 1(1 and
D 1) –A 1(1 transition dipole moment functionsm(R) of the NaK molecule. Experimental
D 1)(v8,J8) statetv8J8 values forv8 varying from 1 to 22 have been obtained from experimentally
measured electric radio frequency-optical double resonance~rf-ODR! signal contours. The rf-ODR
signals have been produced byD 1)←X 1(1 laser induced optical transition and rf field (1 – 900
MHz! inducede– f transition within theD 1)(v8,J8) level. The possibility to determine empirical
absolutem(R) function in a wideR range from experimentaltv8J8 dependence onv8 andJ8 has
been demonstrated; such an approach has been applied to obtainm(R) for the B 1) –X 1(1

transition on which relative intensity data are absent. The empiricalD 1) –X 1(1m(R) function has
been considerably improved by simultaneous fitting of relative intensity and lifetime data implicitly
accounting for theJ8 dependence of measured lifetime values. The finite-field technique combined
with the many-body multipartitioning perturbation theory was used forab initio all-electron
transition moment calculations. This approach appeared to be adequate to compute reliablem(R)
functions due to a proper description of core-valence correlations. As a result, excellent agreement
betweenab initio and empiricalB 1) –X 1(1 andD 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment functions
has been achieved. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!02139-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that for such test diatomics as alka
dimers the calculated potential energies agree well eno
with the experimental ones~see Ref. 1, and reference
therein!. However,ab initio calculations are still less effec
tive in reproducing intensities in molecular spectra aris
from excited electronic states. At the same time, such ra
tive quantities as transition dipole momentsm(R), the corre-
sponding lifetimest and intensity data represent, along wi
permanent electric dipole moments, a different and, in m
cases, an extremely useful test of the validity of calculat
methods and of the accuracy of molecular constant sets.
situation reflects the fact that one may expect consider
electron charge redistribution within particular molecu
configurations without any substantial impact on the ene
of the system.2 First results obtained in the pioneering pape
on homonuclear alkali dimer Na2 appeared to be quite prom
ising since a very good agreement between empirical3,4 and
calculated5 m(R) has been achieved. It was, however, not
case with the transition dipole moment functionm(R) for a
heteronuclear diatomic molecule NaK. Indeed, a consid
able ~though not large! discrepancy comes to light if on
compares the absolute values of empirical transition dip
moments reported forD 1) –X 1(1 transition in the NaK
molecule by Pfaff, Stock and Zevgolis~PSZ! in Ref. 6, as
well as by Katoˆ and Noda~KN! in Ref. 7, with ab initio
pseudopotential calculations of the same quantities
formed by Ratcliff, Konowalow and Stevens~RKS!.2 Experi-
6720021-9606/98/109(16)/6725/11/$15.00
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mental lifetimes of a lower lying NaKB 1) state presented
by Derouard, Debontride, Nguyen and Sadeghi~DDNS! in
Ref. 8 are also significantly different from their theoretic
counterparts calculated by exploiting theab initio
B 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole momentm(R) given by RKS.
At the same time, them(R) behavior for low lying singlet
states of NaK is of general interest because of the much m
pronouncedR dependence due to the partially ionic charac
of charge distribution.

It was not easy to judge whether the measured empir
~PSZ, KN, DDNS! or the calculated~RKS! m andt values
are responsible for such a discrepancy. This circumsta
stimulated us to undertake in the present work an attemp
obtain more accurate empiricalm(R) data, as well as to carry
out ab initio all-electron calculations using many-body mu
tipartitioning perturbation theory~MPPT!,9 which seems to
be more adequate for the description of core-valence co
lations than previously used pseudopotential schemes.2 To
obtain more reliable absolute values of the empiri
mD-X(R) function for D 1) –X 1(1 transition, we have per-
formed lifetimetv8J8 measurements in a wide range of Na
D 1) state vibrational levelsv8 varying from 1 to 22. These
data, along with somewhat correctedD 1) –X 1(1 transition
relative intensities taken from Ref. 6, have been proces
simultaneously in order to gain the empiricalmD-X(R) func-
tion. An improved method to invert the experimental lif
times into them(R) function has been applied in order to g
the empiricalB 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment. In ad
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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dition, we have undertaken a detailed theoretical study of
transition moment functions at theab initio all-electrons
level with accurate treatment of core-valence electron
fects.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The most straightforward and well-developed method
measure excited state lifetimes is, of course, to record
rectly the fluorescence decay kinetics after pulsed laser e
tation. It is however also possible, after careful examinat
of distorting factors, to gain1) state lifetime data from the
electric radio frequency—optical double resonance~rf-ODR!
signal contours. The idea of such a method is very sim
and goes back to Refs. 10–12. Since each rotational leveJ9
in the groundX 1(1 state has a definite parity, due to pari
selection rule the laser induced transitionD 1)(v8,J8)
←X 1(1(v9,J9) excites only one (e or f ) component of the
1) stateL doublet. This is why only the (P,R)-doublet lines
are emitted atP- or R- type excitation, while, on the con
trary, only theQ-singlet lines can be found in the laser i
duced fluorescence~LIF! spectrum afterQ-type excitation. If
the external ac electric field frequency is swept in the vicin
of L-splitting energyDe f , due to electric dipolee↔ f tran-
sitions one can observe either the resonant appearance
‘‘forbidden’’ line in the LIF spectrum, or the resonant dim
nution of ‘‘allowed’’ line intensity, thus giving rise to the
respective rf-ODR signals, see Fig. 1, centered at the r
nance frequencyf 05De f /h.

To obtain NaKD 1) statetv8,J8 values, we have ex
ploited the same rf-ODR setup used previously13,14 for the
purpose of L-splitting energy determination. Briefly
Ar1-laser lines~Table I! have been used to excite a numb
of D 1)(v8,J8) levels of NaK molecules formed in therma
cells at temperaturesT5525– 575 K. The identification o
D 1) (v8,J8) states inD 1)(v8,J8)→X 1((v9,J9) LIF pro-
gression has been based upon the data reported in Ref.
electric field voltage~usually up to 5 V! was applied to round
polished Stark electrodes placed inside the cell with the sp
ing ;1 mm and swept over the 5–900 MHz range. A mon
chromator with spectral resolution;0.03 nm was used to
single out the wavelength corresponding to either ‘‘forb

FIG. 1. Experimental NaKD 1) state rf-ODR signal contours.~a! v854,
J8519, allowed Q-line, fitting parametersf 05171.4 MHz, D1/2514.95
MHz; ~b! v8511, J8546, forbiddenQ-line, fitting parametersf 05673.7
MHz, D1/2526.48 MHz. The solid line is a Lorentzian fit, see Eq.~1!.
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den’’ or ‘‘allowed’’ line position in LIF spectra. The rf volt-
age supply scheme was carefully adjusted to avoid para
noise and to achieve constant rf electric field amplitude o
the frequency sweeping region across the resonance pos

The rf-ODR signal shapeI ( f ) has been analyzed b
Field and Bergeman.11 In the most simple case of a weak
field one would arrive at the Lorentz shape contour

I ~ f !5
I 0

~G/2p!21~ f 2 f 0!2
, ~1!

where the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the rf
resonance isG/p, thus accounting for two natural width
originating from the twoL components contribution o
G/2p each. In Eq.~1! we neglect power broadening due to
Stark effect. The estimations based on the approach give
Ref. 13 show that a small enough rf voltage is yet able
cause electric dipole transitions between theL-doublet com-
ponents. Both evaluations and test measurements carrie
with different rf field amplitudes allowed us to assume th
one can neglect the power broadening effects in the part
lar experimental conditions. In particular, special expe
ments which included the diminishing of rf field amplitud
from 5 to 1 V did not reveal any changes in signal widt
thus confirming for us that one can neglect the power bro
ening effects.

A typical experimentally obtained fixed optical fre
quency, a rf swept rf-ODR signal recorded at the ‘‘allowed
Q-line originating from theD 1) state levelv8(J8)54(19)
is presented in Fig. 1~a!, while the analogous signal for th
‘‘forbidden’’ line originating from 11~46! is presented in Fig.
1~b!. Experimental rf-ODR signals have been processed
Lorentz contour, Eq.~1!, thus yielding the FWHM values
D1/2. The FWHM values averaged over a number of me
surements in different fluorescent cells are given in Tabl
The errors in Table I reflect the discrepancy of the resu
obtained in different experiments.

TABLE I. Excitation laser wavelength (lexc), NaK D 1) statev8,J8 values,
rf-ODR resonance FWHM’s (D1/2) and lifetimes (tv8J8) obtained in the
present work from rf-ODR experiments.

lexc, ~nm! v8 J8 D1/2 ~MHz! t ~ns!

496.5 1 27 14.761.1 22.461.7
514.4 1 67 ¯ 18.660.3b

501.7 3 23 17.762.9 18.563.0
496.5 3 43 17.161.4 19.261.5
496.5 4 19 14.060.4 23.660.7
496.5 7 8 16.862.7 19.563.0a

488.0 7 20 16.561.3 19.961.5a

488.0 7 23 16.560.9 19.960.1
488.0 7 23 ¯ 20.060.3b

488.0 10 102 ¯ 17.960.3b

496.5 11 46 24.361.1 13.460.6c

476.5 12 7 25.562.0 12.761.0c

476.5 14 19 17.762.0 18.562.0
476.5 17 94 ¯ 16.160.3b

488.0 22 35 20.061.0 16.360.8

a23Na41K isotope.
bReported by Pfaff, Stock, and Zevgolis~PSZ! ~Ref. 6!.
cLevels perturbed by thed 3) state.
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As it has been shown in our treatment of the hyperfi
~HF! interaction performed in Ref. 14, one can expect so
small HF broadening effect upon the resonance signal. O
ing to theDF50 selection rule, the HF broadening of the
signals can be caused only by the difference in the H
splitting of e and f components. The main cause of su
effect for nonperturbedD 1) state levels is due to the pre
ence of nonzero off-diagonal~transversal! matrix elements of
the electric quadrupole HF interaction operator. Prelimin
estimations14 of HF structure constants performed by an
ternally contracted configuration-interaction method ha
shown that the HF broadening effect on the rf-ODR sign
is rather small, being of the order of;0.5 MHz. This broad-
ening effect has been taken into account by a subseq
correction of experimentally measuredD1/2 values. The cor-
rectedD1/2 values have been used to pass to the lifetim
tv8J85G21. The tv8J8 values thus obtained are listed
Table I, which also contains the lifetimes presented by P6

for four D 1)(v8,J8) levels of the NaK molecule. Surpris
ingly good agreement of thev8(J8)57(23) lifetime tv8J8
519.961.1 ns obtained by us from the rf-ODR sign
FWHM with tv8J8520.060.3 ns obtained by PSZ from
fluorescence decay kinetics, see Table I, encouraged u
believe that our experimental rf-ODR contours can be u
to get reliable lifetime values. It has, however, to be no
that, as pointed out in Ref. 14, although the isolated N
D 1) state levels should exhibit only negligible HF broade
ing of rf-ODR signals, the latter may not be true for th
levels which are perturbed by the adjacentd 3) state. For
such levels one may expect an additional HF broaden
caused by the HF nuclear spin–electron spin dipole inte
tion which is different fore and f components. Anothe
cause for rf signal broadening by thed 3) –D 1) mixing
may appear in cases when the adiabatic lifetimes of tri
levels are shorter than the ones of theD 1) state. To exclude
the influence of singlet–triplet interaction effects on emp
cal determination ofD –X transition moment functions, th
experimental data for the perturbedv(J) levels 11~46! and
12~7! were excluded from the data processing routine.

III. EMPIRICAL DETERMINATION OF TRANSITION
DIPOLE MOMENT FUNCTIONS

A. Method

It is well known that both radiative lifetimes (t iv8J8) and

relative v8J8→v9J9 fluorescence intensities (I i j
v8J8v9J9) can

be used for the empirical determination ofR dependence o
the transition momentm i j (R):16

t iv8J8
21

5
8p2

3\e0
(

j v9J9
~n i j

v8J8v9J9!3~m i j
v8J8v9J9!2

SJ8J9

2J811
,

~2!

I i j
v8J8v9J9

I
i j
v8J8vmax9 J9

5S n i j
v8J8v9J9

n
i j
v8J8vmax9 J9D nS m i j

v8J8v9J9

m
i j
v8J8vmax9 J9D 2

, ~3!

where 8p2/3\e052.02631026, e0 is the permittivity of
vacuum,t is in s, m i j in a.u., andn i j is the rovibronic tran-
sition wave number in reciprocal centimeters. Heren53 un-
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der photon counting andn54 under intensity measuremen
in energy units,SJ8J9 is the Hönl–London factor,vmax9 cor-
responds to the band with maximal intensity within a giv

progression, andm i j
v8J8v9J9 is treated as17

m i j
v8J8v9J95^vJ8

8 um i j ~R!uvJ9
9 &

5 (
k50

N

ak^vJ8
8 uRkuvJ9

9 &

5^vJ8
8 uvJ9

9 &(
k50

N

ak

^vJ8
8 uRkuvJ9

9 &

^vJ8
8 uvJ9

9 &
, ~4!

whereak are the desired fitting parameters, while the wa
functions~WFs! uvJ&5xvJ(R) are the eigenfunctions of th
radial Schro¨dinger equation:

F2
1

2m

d2

dr2
1UJ~R!GxvJ~R!5EvJxvJ~R!. ~5!

Here m is the reduced molecular mass,UJ(R)5UBO(R)
1@J(J11)2L2#/2mR2 is the effective~centrifugally dis-
torted! internuclear potential function, andUBO(R) is the
rotationless potential based on the Born–Oppenheimer~BO!
separation. The BO potentials can be obtained from direcab
initio calculations, as well as from experimental rovibron
level positions either by the semiclassical Rydberg–Klei
Rees~RKR! inversion procedure, or in the framework of
full quantum-mechanical inverted perturbation approa
~IPA!.18 In most practical cases the empirical RKR and IP
potentials are essentially more accurate than theirab initio
counterparts. For this reason, only the empirical potent
have been exploited in the present study since the con
tional spectroscopic information~Dunham molecular con-
stants! required for their construction is available for all ele
tronic states under consideration. To solve Eq.~5!
numerically, we implemented the iterative renormalized N
merov algorithm19 combined with the Richardson
extrapolation.20 An efficient phase-matching method wa
employed to find the eigenvalues.21 This construction allows
one to reduce the absolute errors in rovibrational WFs an
the corresponding overlap integral matrix elements
1025– 1026. The accuracy of the overlap integrals was es
mated by calculating the so-called ‘‘noise factors:’’si j

5u^v i uv j&u, whereiÞ j anduv i&, uv j& are vibrational WFs of
a given electronic state. The deviation ofsi j values from zero
is a measure of the nonorthogonality of the calculated W

It is obviously enough to record only one fluorescen
progression in order to determine the relativeR dependence
of the transition dipole moment, whereast values for a num-
ber of rovibronic v8, J8 levels are required for the sam
purpose in case lifetimes are used. At the same time, rela
intensities do not allow one to gain the absolute values of
transition moment. From these considerations, the follow
procedure is usually exploited to determine them i j (R) func-
tion. First, by using relative intensities of LIF progressio
originating from the particular upper rovibronic level, th
relative transition moment function is determined, which
subsequently normalized with respect to the experime
lifetime of thev8, J8 level.22 Besides, them i j (R) function is
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usually expanded in a power series ofR @see Eq.~4!#, which
can be transformed into one-parametric functionm i j (R

c) us-
ing the so-calledR-centroid approximation:23,24

Rv8J8v9J9
k

5
^vJ8

8 uRkuvJ9
9 &

^vJ8
8 uvJ9

9 &
'S ^vJ8

8 uRuvJ9
9 &

^vJ8
8 uvJ9

9 &
D k

5~Rv8J8v9J9
c

!k.

~6!

It is this method which has been used by PSZ6 in order to
determine the normalized absolute transition moment fu
tion for the D –X transition in NaK asmD2X(R)526.0
12.3R (m in debyes,R in angstroms!, see the dependence
Fig. 2 labeled as PSZ. It is also worth mentioning that
PSZmD-X function was later modified by Katoˆ and Noda7 as
mD-X(R)526.012.8R20.24R2 ~the dependence KN in
Fig. 2! in order to describe their relative intensities measu
for a single LIF progression which originates from the p
turbedv8512,J857 D 1) state level.

A modified approach has been exploited in the pres
paper to gainm i j (R) from experimental lifetimes and rela
tive intensity data. The essence of the method we are o
ing here involves the two following steps.

~1! Replacement of exact equation~2! by the approxi-
mate expression

t iv8J8
21 '

8p2

3\e0
(

j
^vJ8

8 uDUi j
3 ~R!m i j

2 ~R!uvJ8
8 &, ~7!

whereDUi j (R)5Ui(R)2U j (R) is the difference potentia
betweeni and j electronic states.25–27 Approximation~7! is
based on the additional assumption that the difference po
tial is independent ofJ, and uvJ8

8 &'uvJ861
8 &, thus allowing

one to perform separate summation overv9 and J9 in Eq.
~2!. As a result, the sum of Ho¨nl–London factors yields
2J811, and the rotational factor in Eq.~7! vanishes.

~2! The simultaneous employment of relative intensit
for a number of LIF progressions and lifetime data for t
overall set of rovibronic levels in a weighted nonlinear lea
squares method~LSM! fitting by means of Eqs.~3! and ~7!.

FIG. 2. Empirical D 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment functions ex
tracted in the present work:~i! mD-X

t exploiting lifetimes given in Table I;
~ii ! mD-X

int —exploiting relative intensities taken from Ref. 6.m(R) functions
obtained previously by PSZ~Ref. 6! and KN ~Ref. 7! are also presented
Closed circles correspond to normalizedmD-X

int (R) values obtained from cor-
rected PSZ relative intensities data in the framework of theR-centroid ap-
proximation~6!.
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Let us stress that the use of the approximate expres
~7! practically does not cause any additional inaccuracy
the m i j (R) determination since, as was shown by a dire
numerical comparison of Eq.~7! with the exact Eq.~2!,27 the
relative error of the values obtained by Eq.~7! does not
exceed 0.002% for all levels under consideration. Thus,
mula ~7! can be, in some sense, considered as an ‘‘exa
one since the accuracy of both lifetime measurements anab
initio transition dipole moment calculations are still esse
tially lower than the accuracy of approximation~7!.

The present approach has the following advantage
comparison with the conventional one:~i! Formula ~7!
avoids the necessity of solving a complete eigenvalue
eigenfunction problem for lower states, being most efficie
for distant states and nondiagonal systems.~ii ! Formula~7! is
much simpler than the exact sum given by Eq.~2!, thus
allowing one to apply the more stable linear LSM for em
pirical m i j (R) determination from the experimental lifetim
values instead of the tedious nonlinear fitting procedure
quired for the direct application of Eq.~2!. ~iii ! The present
approach goes beyond the frame of theR-centroid approxi-
mation ~6! which, as is known, may cause considerable
rors in m i j (R) determination, especially when a weak flu
rescence band~that is, with small FCF values! is
exploited.24,17

Since the inversed lifetime~2! is the sum of probabilities
of transitions into all lower levels, the individual dipole mo
ment for a transition into a particular state may be obtain
explicitly only in two cases:~a! the sum is reduced to a
single term, i.e., only a transition into the ground state
possible;~b! the sum is dominated by one strong term, whi
is likely to occur in cases of comparatively high transitio
frequencyn i j ~sincet iv8J8

21 is proportional ton i j
3 ), or in cases

when all transitions but one are ‘‘forbidden,’’ i.e., they ha
very small transition probabilities. Thus, strictly speakin
one may use lifetime measurements to normalize the av
able relative intensity data only if all relative probabilitie
~branching coefficients! contributing to the sum~2! are
known.28 It is also worth mentioning that experimental life
times and relative intensities exploited for determination
the empirical transition dipole moment must correspond
unperturbed levels, otherwise the deperturbation analys
certainly required before any fitting procedure.16

B. B1P–X1S1 transition

TheB 1) –X 1(1 transition in NaK is a typical example
of the present spectroscopic situation when systematic
time measurements have been carried out in a wide rang
vibrational quantum numbers for the upper state (1<vB8
<14, see Fig. 3!,8 while experimental relative intensity dat
are absent. In this case the empiricalmB-X

em (R) function can
be, in principle, obtained from the lifetimevB8 dependence
t(v8) only. In doing so, we have implemented the appro
mate relation ~7!. The required difference potentia
DUB-X(R)5UB 1)(R)2UX 1(1(R) has been computed from
RKR potentials forB 1) andX 1(1 states using the respec
tive molecular constants given in Refs. 29 and 30. Since
experimentalB 1) state lifetimes correspond to compar
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tively low J8 levels (J8,40),8 most of the lifetimes being
averaged over several rotational levels, we have evalu
the expectation values ofDUi j

3 (R)Rk operators using vibra
tional WFs corresponding toJ8530. Then, the experimenta
lifetimes given in Ref. 8, along with obtained rovibronic m
trix elements, have been processed by a linear LSM pro
dure in order to obtain the fitting parametersak . The singu-
lar value decomposition~SVD! of the plan matrix was used
to control the linear dependence of the normal equations a
ing in LSM.31 The resulting empiricalmB-X

em (R) function ~the
bold solid line in Fig. 4! takes the form

mB-X
em ~R!524.442815.3071R21.2145R210.0871R3,

~8!

with m in a.u. andR in Å. Equation~8! is valid within the
range 3.4<R~Å!<5.8, which actually corresponds to the i
terval between the outermost and innermost classical tur
points of the highest vibrationalB 1) state level to be fitted
namelyvB8514. To prove the correctness of the applied
version procedure, we have recalculated radiativeB 1) state
lifetimes by putting the obtained empiricalmB-X

em function ~8!
into the exact equation~2!. The result is shown in Fig. 3~the
bold solid line!. Note that, although there is one more fo
mally allowed electronic transition fromB 1) to the lower

FIG. 3. B 1) state lifetimest(v8) derived in present work from empirica
andab initio m(R) functions calculated with larger basis~B-II ! set in com-
parison with experimental data given by DDNS~Ref. 8! for averagedJ8
,40, and withab initio calculations given by RKS~Ref. 2!.

FIG. 4. Empirical B 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment functions
mB-X(R) and theirab initio calculations with smaller basis~B-I! and larger
basis~B-II ! accomplished in the present work in comparison withab initio
calculations performed by RKS~Ref. 2!.
ed

e-

is-

g

-

lying A1(1 state, its contribution into theB 1) state lifetime
values is negligible due to both frequency and probabi
factors, sincenB-A

3 !nB-X
3 andmB-A

2 !mB-X
2 .2

C. D1P–X1S1 transition

The following distinctions betweenD 1) –X 1(1 and
B 1) –X 1(1 systems should be pointed out concerning
empirical determination of transition dipole moments.

~1! In addition to lifetime measurements, the experime
tal relative intensities in theD 1)→X 1(1 LIF spectrum
originating from a particularD 1)v8,J8 level are available
from PSZ data.6

~2! Lifetime and relative intensity measurements ha
been carried out for a number ofv8,J8 levels, without any
averaging overJ8, including very highJ8 values (J8;100,
see Table I! for which it is necessary to take into account t
effect of rotation on vibrational WFs and corresponding m
trix elements.

~3! Some levels under study can be locally perturbed
the close lyingd 3) state due to intramolecular spin–orb
interaction,14,32 which means that the corresponding expe
mental lifetimes and relative intensities can differ from t
‘‘true’’ ones. Indeed, as was shown in Ref. 14, thev8
511,J8546 andv8512,J857 levels are certainly perturbe
and experimentally measured lifetimes for these levels h
therefore been excluded from the fitting. It has to be add
however, that, in obtaining empiricalD –X transition dipole
moment functions, we have completely ignored the bran
ing ratio coefficients, that is the ratios of singlet bound
bound D 1)→X 1(1 and triplet bound–freed 3)→a 3(1

transitions for theD 1) state levelsv851,J8567; v857,J8
523 andv8510,J85102, see Table III from Ref. 6. PSZ6

supposed that the above levels are considerably mixed
thed 3) state levels. To clarify this point, we have estimat
the mixing coefficients for these levels using experimen
deperturbed molecular constants of the perturbingd 3) state
and corresponding nondiagonal spin–orbit electronic ma
elements given in Ref. 32. These calculations confirmed
us that theD 1) statev8,J8 levels under discussion are pra
tically not perturbed by thed 3) state in contrast to thev8
511,J8546 and v8512,J857 levels mentioned above
Therefore, the transition probabilities into the triplet co
tinuum given in Table III of Ref. 6 seem to have to be a
tributed to the bound–free LIF spectrum arising from oth
strongly perturbedD 1) levels excited by the same laser lin
~see Tables II and VII in Ref. 15!.

~4! TheD 1)→A 1(1 transition can, in general, contrib
ute toD 1) lifetime values. This contribution has been es
mated by exploiting Eq.~7! and theab initio mD-A(R) func-
tion ~see Table II; the calculations will be described in det
in Sec. IV!. The difference DUD-A(R)5UD 1)(R)
2UA1(1(R) has been obtained using theD 1) state IPA
potential represented in Table VIII of Ref. 15 and theA 1(1

state RKR potential derived from the molecular consta
given in Ref. 33. The obtainedD –A transition probabilities
AD-A ~Table III! make a small but non-negligible contribu
tion in the D 1) state lifetimes. This contribution shoul
therefore be subtracted from the inversed experimental
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times gained from Table I in order to get, by means of
fitting procedure, the empiricalmD-X(R) function corre-
sponding to theD-X transition only. The remaining allowe
D 1)→B 1) andD 1)→C 1(1 transitions contribute prac
tically nothing inD 1)t(v8,J8) values owing to very smal
frequency and electronic probability factors, sincenD-C

3

!nD-B
3 !nD-X

3 andmD-C
2 !mD-B

2 !mD-X
2 .2

To check the self-consistency of experimental lifetim
and relative intensity data we have exploited them indep
dently of each other in order to obtain, in two different way
the empiricalm(R) functions for the sameD –X transition.
First, theD 1)(v8,J8) state lifetime with values measured
the present work from rf-ODR contours~the open squares in
Fig. 5!, along with the PSZ6 lifetimes measured from fluo
rescence decay kinetics~the closed circles in Fig. 5!, have
been processed by the weighted linear LSM making use
Eq. ~7!. The resulting empirical functionmD-X

t (R) is depicted
in Fig. 2 ~open squares!. Second, the relative intensities o
theD 1)(v8,J8)→X 1(1(v9,J9) LIF spectrum presented in

TABLE II. Ab initio finite-field MPPT transition dipole moment function
obtained with the two atomic basis sets~B-I and B-II!.

m(R) ~a.u.!

D 1) –X 1(1 B 1) –X 1(1 D 1) –A1(1

R~Å! B-I B-II B-I B-II B-I B-II

3.281 1.275 1.214 2.971 3.009 1.574 1.652
3.498 1.220 1.227 3.065 3.072 1.597 1.597
3.837 1.470 1.464 3.014 3.019 1.417 1.456
4.101 1.696 1.680 2.949 2.961 1.285 1.317
4.366 1.929 1.910 2.865 2.880 1.127 1.163
4.763 2.247 2.242 2.728 2.738 0.897 0.942
5.292 2.565 2.561 2.579 2.588 0.620 0.659
5.662 2.699 2.701 2.535 2.530 0.483 0.516
6.006 2.772 2.771 2.515 2.522 0.353 0.375

TABLE III. Radiative NaK D 1)(v8,J8) state lifetimes~in ns! calculated
by Eq.~7! with empirical potential curves using the followingD 1) –X 1(1

transition dipole moment functions:~a! empirical, obtained in the presen
work (tem

present) or given by PSZ—Ref. 6 (tem
PSZ) and KN—Ref. 7 (tem

KN); ~b!
ab initio calculated in the present work~FF-MPPT, tab

present) or given by
RKS—Ref. 2 ~pseudopotential, tab

RKS). The ab initio FF-MPPT
D 1) –A 1(1 transition probabilitiesAD-A ~in 106 s21) calculated in the
present work are also presented.

v8 J8 tem
present tab

present tem
PSZ tem

KN tab
RKS AD-A

1 27 22.5 23.0 34.5 31.2 15.1 1.631
1 67 21.8 22.3 33.2 30.3 14.9 1.572
3 23 21.8 22.2 32.9 30.7 14.9 1.574
3 43 21.6 22.0 32.4 30.4 14.9 1.553
4 19 21.5 21.8 32.1 30.4 14.9 1.546
7 8 20.5 20.8 29.7 29.6 14.7 1.458
7 20 20.4 20.8 29.6 29.5 14.6 1.453
7 23 20.4 20.8 29.5 29.5 14.6 1.450

10 102 17.8 18.4 23.8 26.7 13.9 1.184
11 46 18.8 19.3 25.7 28.1 14.2 1.294
12 7 18.8 19.3 25.6 28.2 14.3 1.296
14 19 18.1 18.6 23.9 27.6 14.1 1.222
17 94 16.0 16.6 18.4 25.2 13.4 0.948
22 35 15.8 16.3 17.1 25.5 13.4 0.904
e

n-
,

of

Tables I and II of Ref. 6 have been fitted in accordance w
Eq. ~3! by linear LSM in order to determine the relativ
transition dipole moment functionmD-X

int (R). The required
rovibrational WFs forD 1) andX 1(1 states have been ob
tained by the numerical solution of Eq.~5! with the corre-
sponding effective potentials. Note that, as distinct fro
PSZ,6 in the course of exploiting their data we have used
correctcubic relative intensity dependence on transition fr
quencyn, that is, takingn53 in Eq. ~3! instead ofn54.
This correction is based upon the fact that intensity meas
ments in Ref. 6 have been performed by detecting thenum-
bers of photon countsusing the photon counting regime. Be
sides, we have exploited theX 1(1 state RKR potential
based upon essentially improved molecular constan30

which is of particular importance for largev8,J8 andv9,J9
values. The relativemD-X

int (R) function has been scaled to th
absolutemD-X

t (R) function discussed above. It is easy to s
from Fig. 2 that the normalizedmD-X

int (R) function ~the solid
line! is in good agreement with its lifetime counterpa
mD-X

t (R). As it also follows clearly from Fig. 2, both func
tions go steeply toward the value of the transition dipo
moment between 3P and 3S states of the Na atom~2.52
60.04 a.u.34!, which is exactly what should be expected
one remembers that the interactingD 1) and X 1(1 states
dissociate into (3P)Na1(4S)K and (3S)Na1(4S)K atomic
limits, respectively. At the same time, the present functio
are significantly different from the PSZ6 and KN7 empirical
functions. The above discussion allows us to suppose tha
present empiricalmD-X

int (R) andmD-X
t (R) functions are more

reliable than the dependencies presented by PSZ6 and KN.7

Finally, the relative intensities for four progressions given
PSZ,6 along with lifetimes data for the overall set of rov
bronic levels given in Table I, have been processed simu
neously by a weighted nonlinear LSM fitting procedure e
ploiting Eqs. ~3! and ~7!, yielding the following unified
empirical D 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment function
(mD-X

em in a.u.,R in Å!:

mD-X
em ~R!54.161023.6822R11.1280R220.0919R3,

~9!

FIG. 5. Experimentally measured NaKD 1) state rovibrational lifetimes
tJ8(v8), their calculated empirical values obtained using empiricalmD-X

em (R)
functions given in present work~present empirical! and in Ref. 6~PSZ
empirical!. Theab initio lifetime calculations obtained in present work wit
basis II ~presentab initio! and given in Ref. 2~RKS ab initio! are also
depicted. Numbers denoteJ8 values of the levels under study.
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which is reliable within the range 3.3,R(Å) ,6.0 ~the bold
solid line in Fig. 6!.

IV. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS

The transition dipole moment functions have been co
puted using the finite-field~FF! technique35–37 which is
known as an efficient tool forab initio studies of electric
properties of molecules in pure electronic states. The ge
alization of the FF technique for transition property calcu
tions is rather straightforward and can be briefly presente
follows. A molecule placed in external uniform electric fie
with intensityF is described by the Hamiltonian

H5H~F !5H~0!2mF, ~10!

where H(0) denotes the Hamiltonian of the free molecu
andm52(]H/]F) is the conventional electric dipole oper
tor. ExactF-dependent eigenfunctionsC i , C j and eigenval-
uesEi , Ej of H should satisfy the off-diagonal Hellmann
Feynman relation:

^C i umuC j&5~Ei2Ej !K C iU]C j

]F
L . ~11!

The central two-point finite-difference approximation for t
derivative on the right-hand side of Eq.~11! at F50 pro-
vides the following working formula of the FF method fo
the transition moment in a free molecule:

~m i j
FF!h'~Ei2Ej !^C i~Fh52D/2!uC j~Fh5D/2!&/D,

h5x,y,z, ~12!

whereD is a numerical differentiation step size. Since E
~11! generally does not hold for approximate wave functio
~WFs! resulting from practicalab initio calculations, the es
timate ~12! can differ from the corresponding off-diagon
electric dipole matrix element~dipole length form of the
transition moment! computed with the same approxima
electronic WFs. As has been demonstrated recently,38 the FF
results are normally more stable with respect to the leve
electronic correlation treatment than their dipole-length a
logs. This advantage of the FF technique seems to overc
its evident drawbacks which consist of limited numerical a
curacy because of rounding errors for smallD and significant
nonlinear contributions whenD is large, as well as the ne

FIG. 6. Empirical andab initio D 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment
functionsmD-X(R).
-
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cessity to perform at least two series of calculations w
different F values. One should also realize that the exter
field can lower the symmetry of the system under study, t
giving rise to additional computational work. For instanc
the FF calculations on the( –) transition moments in NaK
should be performed inCs symmetry, and the states involve
in the transitions have the same symmetry (A8) in the pres-
ence of an external field.

A quantitativeab initio description of excited electronic
states of NaK requires an adequate reproduction of com
cated valence configuration mixing strongly affected by
core-valence correlations. At the all-electron level of t
theory, this implies the necessity to correlate a rather la
number of electrons~including at least outer core shells o
both atoms! within an inherently multiconfigurational~i.e.,
multireference! approach. In the present study the calcu
tions of the WFs in the finite field were carried out by th
many-body multipartitioning perturbation theory~MPPT!.9

With an appropriate choice of model~reference! space, this
approach may take advantage of the physically groun
separation of electron correlation effects into valence a
core-valence correlations, properly taking into account th
interplay. Offering the possibilities to maintain strict siz
consistency and to treat vast model spaces without any
of instabilities caused by intruder states, the second-o
MPPT appears to be ideally suited to our task.

We used a recently developed MPPT code39 interfaced
to the MOLCAS suite of programs for electronic structur
calculations.40 Two basis sets were employed in our stud
The smaller one, (14s10p4d1 f )/@7s5p3d1 f #Na,
(15s13p4d1 f )/@9s7p3d1 f #K ~hereafter referred as B-I!
was obtained from the standard basis for electric prope
calculations41 by decontracting the outermostd functions
and adding thef functions with exponential paramete
0.06~Na! and 0.04~K!. The larger one, referred as B-II, com
prised additional single sets of diffuses, p andd functions
~exponential parameters 0.0033, 0.0019, 0.016 and 0.0
0.0013, 0.007 for Na and K, respectively!, however the origi-
nal contraction of thed shell proposed in Ref. 41 was re
stored. Orthogonal molecular orbitals were generated
solving the state-average self-consistent field~SCF! problem
for the two lowest2(1 states of NaK1. The model space for
MPPT calculations with B-I basis was the full valenc
configuration-interaction space, or, in other words, it co
prised the configurations with doubly occupied core mole
lar orbitals and all possible arrangements of two valen
electrons among the valence and virtual orbitals. When
larger basis~B-II ! was used, we had to restrict the mod
space size to;500, omitting the valence configurations wit
negligible contributions to the WFs of interest. This choi
of model spaces guarantees a strict~B-I! or a very good
approximate~B-II ! size consistency of results. Within th
model space, we have constructed a state-selective Herm
effective Hamiltonian9,42 with five 1A8 target states which
corresponded to the three lowest( and two) singlet states
of the free molecule. The effective Hamiltonian incorporat
the core-valence correlation and core polarization effect
the second order in MPPT. At the perturbation step the
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nermost core orbitals 1s~Na!, 1s2s2p~K! were frozen, i.e.,
18 electrons were explicitly correlated.

The external electric field intensities corresponded to
step sizeD51024 a.u.; additional calculations withD values
in the range 1025<D<231024 a.u. provided them i j

FF esti-
mates which were stable within 1023 a.u. The overlap inte-
grals entering the FF formula~12! for transition dipole mo-
ments have been evaluated with the valence eigenfunct
obtained by diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonian. A
though the direct contributions to these integrals from co
excited configurations were thus ignored, the use of the
scheme allowed us to incorporate implicitly the correspo
ing contributions into transition moment estimates~see the
Appendix!. Moreover, owing to the ‘‘perturb-then
diagonalize’’ strategy realized in our approach, the influen
of core-valence correlations onm i j

FF values via correlation
interference effects43,44was fully taken into account. The im
portance of core-valence correlation effects are demonstr
by the comparison of MPPT transition moments with the f
valence CI ones in Fig. 7. Notice that the popular polari
tion pseudopotential technique1,2,45gives a less adequate d
scription of these effects since:~1! the two-particle effective
interactions of valence electrons arising from core-vale
correlations cannot be properly fitted by any one-parti
pseudopotential;~2! the direct contributions from core
excited configurations to any property other than the ene
are completely ignored;~3! the spurious contributions to
transition moments arising from nonorthogonality of valen
pseudo-WFs to the core, in contradistinction with simi
contributions to the total energy, are not automatically co
tervailed. The high accuracy of the transition moments
free non-valence-electron atoms computed by the pseud
tential method2 imply that the two latter factors should not b
of crucial importance. In contrast, the effective two-partic
interactions in the valence shell can affect the valence pa
the WFs and therefore the characteristics of valence tra
tions.

The resultingB 1) –X 1(1 andD 1) –X 1(1 transition
dipole moment functions are presented in Table II and p
ted in Figs. 4 and 6, respectively. Let us first note that them i j

estimates obtained with two different bases~B-I and B-II!
are almost identical. The discrepancy exceeds 1% only
the D –X transition at very short internuclear distanceR

FIG. 7. Core-valence correlation effects upon calculated transition di
moments.
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<3.5 Å!. The mB-X and mD-X ab initio data closely fit the
corresponding empirical transition moment functions o
tained in Sec. III. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the co
puted D 1) –A 1( transition moment~Table II! cannot be
directly estimated from the available experimental data si
intensity measurements of theD 1) –A 1( transition are ab-
sent and the contribution of theD 1)→A 1( channel to the
radiative decay of theD 1)(v8,J8) levels is rather small
~Table III!. It is worth noting the qualitative agreement o
our transition moment functions with the RKS data; quan
tative differences can be explained by the simplified tre
ment of core-valence correlations and the use of rather
stricted valence basis sets in the pseudopoten
calculations.2 The relative strengths of the remaining allowe
transitions D 1) –B 1) , D 1) –C 1(1 and B 1) –A 1(1

have also been obtained in the course of the presentab initio
calculations in order to estimate their contributions to rad
tive lifetimes ofD 1) andB 1) states, respectively.

V. LIFETIME CALCULATIONS

The present empirical and MPPTab initio mD-X(R)
functions, as well as those from pseudopotentialab initio
calculations of RKS2 and empirical functions given by PSZ6

and KN7 have been exploited to calculateD 1) state life-
times by using Eq.~7! and empirical potentials. The resul
are presented in Table III. The correspondingtv8,J8 values
corrected by accounting for theD –A transition contribution
~see Table III! are plotted in Fig. 5. One can see that both
MPPT and empirical functionmD-X(R) ~9! allow one to re-
produce the experimental lifetimes significantly better th
the RKS2 and the empirical PSZ6 and KN7 m(R) functions.
The B 1)(v8) state radiative lifetimestv8 derived from the
presentab initio transition dipole moments and empiric
potential curves quantitatively reproduce the experimen
values as well~Fig. 3!. It should be emphasized that an im
provement over the results of RKS2 pseudopotential calcula
tions was gained for the lifetimes of both electronic sta
under study.

As it was already shown, the introduction of a centrif
gal distortion term into the effective potentialUJ(R) in Eq.
~5! is definitely required to properly take into account t
rotation effect on vibrational WFs for highJ8 levels, since
the rotation effect can dramatically change the magnitude
small rovibronic matrix elements~4! corresponding to smal
Franck–Condon factorsu^vJ8

8 uvJ9
9 &u2.17 Obviously, the rota-

tion effect has to cause lifetime variation with rotation
quantum numberJ8. Indeed, under the simplest harmon
approximation, the lifetimeJ8 dependence for a given vibra
tional levelv8 can be expressed by means of Eq.~7! in the
following analytical form:

t iv8J8't iv8~12g i@J8~J811!2L2# !, ~13!

g i5S 2Bei

vei
D 2

ReiF(
j

2m i j8 ~Rei!

m i j ~Rei!
2

mve
2

i

11.238
(

j

Rei2Re j

Tei2Te j
G ,

~14!
where the reduced massm is in Aston units,46 equilibrium
distances Rei ,Re j are in Å, while electronic energie

le
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Tei ,Te j , rotational (Bei) and vibrational (vei) molecular
constants are in cm21. The m i j8 (Rei)[dm i j /dR denotes the
first derivative of the dipole moment functionm i j (R) with
respect to internuclear distanceR. Relations~13! and ~14!
demonstrate that the lifetimeJ dependence should be mo
pronounced for long living states corresponding to sm
n i j 5Tei2Te j and smallm i j factors, as well as for the non
diagonal systems~with large DRe5Rei2Re j values! pos-
sessing pronouncedR dependence of the dipole mome
function ~largedm i j /dR).

To estimate the rotation effect upon the lifetimes of t
B 1) andD 1) states, we have evaluated the correspond
g i parameters in Eq.~14! by using respective molecular con
stants and empiricalB–X and D –X transition dipole mo-
ment functions. Theg values obtained (gB 1)528.3
31026, gD 1)57.231026) mean thatt(B 1)) has to in-
crease asJ8 increases, whilet(D 1)) has to decrease asJ8
increases. Indeed, for theD 1) state an ‘‘unexpected’’ mini-
mum can be distinguished in Fig. 5 upon the relative
smoothv8 dependence of both experimental and calcula
lifetime values. This minimum corresponds to a rovibron
level with maximalJ8 value under study, namelyJ85102.
Hence, we can suppose that it is the rotation effect whic
responsible for the lifetime decrease. To check this point,
have calculatedt(D 1)) and t(B 1)) for lowest (J851),
medium (J8550) and high (J85100) J8 values. The results
obtained are represented in Fig. 8 and completely con
the above statements. Moreover, a linear fit of the calcula
t(v8,J8) values for the lowestv8 values yieldsg i param-
etersgB 1)5212.131026 and gD 1)56.631026, being in
good agreement with those obtained above within the h
monic approximations~13! and~14!. The obtainedgD 1) val-
ues allow one to explain the diminution of the experimen
D 1) lifetimes for high J levels, namelytv8510(J85102)
517.9 ns andtv8517(J8594)516.1 ns, see Table I. Indeed
at J851 our lifetime calculations for these levels perform
with semiempirical transition moments yielded larger valu
namely tv8510(J851)519.3 ns andtv8517(J851)517.1
ns. At the same time, Eq.~13! with gD 1)56.631026 gives
the valuestv8510(J85102)518.0 ns andtv8517(J8594)
516.2 ns which agree with the experimental results. Th
the rotation effect leads to a noticeable~'1.5–2.0 ns! con-
tribution to the lifetimes of highJ8 levels for both states
under study. As is well known, the probability densities

FIG. 8. Rotational effect on radiative lifetimes ofB 1) andD 1) states.
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rovibrational WFs shift smoothly to the right along theR
axis asv8 and J8 increase. This leads to a situation whe
xv8J8

2 (R) functions for two different rovibronic levels
(v18 ,J18) and (v28 ,J28), belonging to the same electronic sta
can be localized predominantly in the same relatively narr
R region if the following conditions are fulfilled simulta
neously:v28.v18@1 andJ28!J18 . This means that the inte
grand functionsDUi j

3 (R)m i j
2 (R)xvJ

2 (R) for these levels,
along with the corresponding lifetime values, should be clo
to each other in case of any smooth dipole moment func
m i j (R). This is the reason why, for instance,tJ85102(v8
510)'tJ8519(v8514) and tJ8594(v8517)'tJ8535(v8
522) for theD 1) state~Table III!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Excellent agreement betweenab initio and empirical
B 1) –X 1(1 and D 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment
functions obtained in the framework of the present a
proaches has been achieved.

A possibility has been demonstrated allowing one to
termine the absolute transition dipole moment functi
m(R), in wideR range, by means of the approximate relati
~7! and the experimental data on lifetime variations with
brational and rotational quantum numbers. The approach
employed successfully to describe theB 1) –X 1(1 transi-
tion in which relative intensity data are absent. Satisfact
agreement between the results obtained applying Eq.~7! and
the ones gained from the relative intensities by applying
~3! with n53 has been achieved in the case ofD 1) –X 1(1

transition.
The empiricalD 1) –X 1(1 transition dipole moment

functionm(R) has been improved considerably by means
~a! extension of the (v8,J8) range of the experimental life
time data; ~b! corrected description of relative intensitie
measured by the photon-counting regime@n53 in Eq. ~3!#;
~c! simultaneous fitting of lifetime and relative intensity dat
~d! taking into account implicitly theJ8 dependence of ex
perimental lifetime values in fitting procedures.

The combination of the finite-field~FF! technique and
many-body multipartitioning perturbation theory~MPPT!
has been shown to be adequate for obtaining reliable tra
tion dipole moment values owing to a proper description
the core-valence correlation contributions into transition m
ment estimates.
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APPENDIX

Let us assume that the basis configuration state funct
do not depend on the field intensityF. In the present study
this is ensured by the use of nonrelaxed molecular orbital
the free (F50) NaK1 ion in the calculations on NaK fo
any field intensity. Denoting the model-space and ou
space basis functions byum&,un& . . . and ua&,ub& . . . , re-
spectively, and introducing the model-space projectorP
5(mum&^mu which is also independent ofF, we can write
down the F-dependent second-order Hermitian effecti
Hamiltonian in the form:

Heff
[2]~F !5PH~F !P1

1

2(mn
(

a
um&Hma~F !

3S 1

Dma

1
1

Dna
D Han~F !^nu. ~A1!

HereDma , Dna are the energy denominators defined by
MPPT manifold of zero-order Hamiltonians~see Ref. 9 for
explicit formulas!. For the sake of simplicity, we shall sup
pose that these entities areF independent, i.e., that MPP
zero-order Hamiltonians constructed forF50 are further
used in the second-order calculations for nonzero field in
sities. If calculations for differentF values are performed
separately, neglecting theF dependence of the energy d
nominators is a reasonable approximation. Substituting
expression for the field-dependent total Hamiltonian~10!
into Eq. ~A1! and regrouping the terms according to th
powers inF, one gets:

Heff
[2]~F !5Heff

[2]~0!2FM1O~F2!, ~A2!

where

M5PmP1
1

2(mn
(

a
um&~Hma~0!man1mmaHan~0!!

3S 1

Dma

1
1

Dna
D ^nu. ~A3!

Obviously,

M52
]Heff

[2]

]F u F50 . ~A4!

One easily notices that Eq.~A3! resembles the expression fo
the first-order effective electric dipole operator:47,48

meff
[1]5PmP1(

mn
(

a
um&

3S Hma~0!man

Dma

1
mmaHan~0!

Dna
D ^nu. ~A5!
’

is
-

ns

of

r-

e

n-

e

Provided thatuDma2Dnau!uDmau ~this requirement is nor-
mally satisfied at least for model space configurationsum&,
un& with large weights in the target vector expansions!, the
M matrix elements between the target states should appr
the correspondingmeff

[1] matrix elements:

^C̃ i uM uC̃ j&>^C̃ i umeff
[1] uC̃ j&. ~A6!

Since meff
[1] is Hermitian, its eigenfunctionsC̃ i , C̃ j , iÞ j

satisfy

^C̃ i uC̃ j&50, ^C̃ i uHeff
[2] uC̃ j&50. ~A7!

Differentiating Eq.~A7! with respect to field intensity and
taking into account Eq.~A4!, one readily arrives at a
Hellmann–Feynman-like relation

~Ei2Ej !K C̃ iU]C̃ j

]F
L U

F50

5^C̃ i uM uC̃ j&>^C̃ i umeff
[1] uC̃ j&.

~A8!

Although the functionsC̃ i ,C̃ j are restricted to the
model space and do not comprise any contributions fr
outer-space~core-excited! configurations, Eq.~A8! clearly
indicates that FF transition dipole moment estimates co
puted with these functions implicitly incorporate the bulk
such contributions entering the first-order effective elec
dipole operator~A5!. To achieve a similar level of accurac
with the dipole-length formula, one should explicitly con
struct the first-order effective operator~A5! or, equivalently,
evaluate the outer-space part of the WFs using first-or
wave operator.9,47,48
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